StablHty

Dynamics associated "With the bulk transportation
of liquids is unique in that the dynamic mteracHons of the liquid with the moving vehicle significantly affects the stability and controllability of
the tank vehicle. The influence of liquid motion
within the tank, on the static stability behaviour
of the vehicle, is investigated. The vertical and
lateral shift of center of mass of the liquid is
established as a function of tank tilt and
centrifugal forces encountered durtng a steady
turn.:J.ng manoeuvre. A static roll model of a tank
vehicle employing partially loaded C'..trcular tank is
developed to incorporate forces and moments arising from vehicular components as well as from the
liquid cargo. The lateral shift of center of mass as
a function of the tank shape and the 1n1luence of
compartmenting the tank is also discussed.

iNTRODUCTION
For reasons of economy, the trucking industry in
Canada has indicated a continuing interest in

increasing the vehicle size and load carrying
capacity. A number of studies carned out for the
trucking indusUy as well as the policy makers
have established that changes in size and weight
of heavy vehicles can cause significant variations
in handling and control characteristics of the
heavy vehicles. The rollover immunity levels of
conventional highway articulated vehicles are well
known to be so low that a moderately severe
manoeuvre often leads to Significant magnitude of
lateral and roU instabilities of the vehicle. A vast
majority of LlIe studies on dynrur.Jcs of heavy
vehicles focus on stability and handling of heavy
vehicles with rigid loads (1,2,3,4). Rigid loads. in
general, are fastened to the trailer structure, thus
the interactions due to the load are considered
:InSignificant. However, in case of tank-vehicles,
used for the transport of liqUid loads, the dynamic
interactions ofthe liqUid cargo cannot be ignored.

uid Tank Vehicle

The roll stability characteristics of heavy vehicles
with liquid loads is known to be significantly lower
than that of other highway vehicles. The roll-over
immunity and stability of the tank-vehicles is
further detertorated due to the interactions of the
liqUid cargo. The liquid slosh within the tank
coupled with dynamicS of articulated vehicles can
lead to longitudinal and lateral instabilities,
decreased controllability!manoeuvrabtlity. and
increased stresses on the container structure (5).
Thus a greater safety consideration should be
given to the operation of highway tank-vehicles,
specifically due to the dangerous nature of the
liqUid loads.
Road accidents involving tank-vehicles pose unreasonable risks to health and safety or propertY
in Commerce. A survey of the reportable incident~
involving transportation of dangerous liquids
reveals that 76% of t.he dangerous occurrences in
Canada, during 1981-1983, are attributed to road
mode of transportation and 45% of L1-Iese occurrences resulted in overturning of the tank-vehicle.
A number of single vehicle accidents reviewed
revealed that 72% of the accidents occurred while
negotiating a curve (7). This may be attributed to
severe liqUid surge associated with simultaneous
turn.ing and braking offue vehicle.
Dangerous occurrences ofthe tank-vehicle can be

attributed to a number of casual factors, such as
human factors, mechanical failure, lateral surge
ofthe fluid, fluid-vehicle interactions, etc .. A number of investigations carried out in the past focus
either on the dynamics of highway vehicles with
liqUid cargo being treated as rigid cargo (8) or only
on the liqUid slosh behaviour within the container
(5). However, a complete understanding of the
destab:ilizing effects of liqUid in a tank-vehicle,
requires a comprehensive interface between the
heavy vehicle dynamics and liqUid slosh
phenomenon. While a comprehensive vehicle-flUid
dynamic model may be of a highly complex nature.
the rollover immunity levels of tank-vehicle can be
established by interfacing steady-state fluid
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dynamics vv1th the static ro11 model of the heavy
vehide. In this paper, static roll model of a tankvehicle incorporating steady-state behaviour of
the fluid within the tank is developed to establish
the static rolIover characteristics of the tankvehicle.

negligible viscous effect, and for small angle. the
gradient of the free~surface of the fluid can be
established from the following:

EFFECTS OF LIQUID MOTION

where ay is the lateral acceleration in g's, 41's is
the tank roll angle and e is the gradient of the
free-surface of liqUid measured in radians.

Safe transportation of bulk liquids in a highway
tank-vehicle deals wit.h factors other than normal
trucking practices. Liquid tankers are considerably different from regular dry freight units in that
the cargo hauled is not packaged before loading.
Thus the liquid motion within the ta."1.k may cause
excessive yaw. roll. pitch, longitudinal and lateral
motions of the vehicle. Certain vehicle manoeuvres
coupled with liqUid slosh can lead to vehicle instabilities, and complexities in vehicle handling
that are caused by flUid-structure interactions.
The liqUid slosh phenomenon together with
dynamic characteristics of the vehicle can lead to
poor tank-vehicle performance during braking
and cornering manoeuvres. The sources of vehicle
instabilities/rolIover can be mainly attributed to:
motion of the free surface of liquid; vehicle and
liqUid motion due to road roughness, cornering
and due to wheel slip during braking.
In order to en.lIance the roUover immunity of tank~
vehicles, it is essential to establish an understanding of the fluid motion during turning
manoeuvres and the vehicle roll over process.
During the turning manoeuvre, a conventional
highway vehicle is subject to lateral tire forces
which promote vehicle roliover. However, :in the
case of liqUid tank vehicle, the center of mass of
the liqUid cargo experiences a lateral shift due to
the roll of vehicle spring mass. The lateral shift of
the center of mass is a function of the liqUid fill
level. tank. geometry and tank roll angle. The
lateral shift of cent er of mass of the fluid due to
tank. roll angle is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2
shows the lateral shift of center of mass quantitatively as a function of tank roil angle and liqUid fill
levels, from 2.03m (80 inches) diameter cylindrtcal
tank, when lateral acceleration ay := O. The vehicle
is nonnally suhject to a lateral acceleration during
a turning manoeuvre. The lateral acceleration experienced by the tank structure imposes an equal
and opposite acceleration on the fluid mass. For
low speeds, under steady-state condition, the enUre fluid bulk can be assumed to move as a rigid
body. The centrifugal action due to the lateral
acceleration causes a further shift in the center of
mass of the load as shown in Figure 3. Assuming
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(1)

The gradient of free-surface and hence the lateral
shift of the liqUid mass :Is highly a function of the
lateral acceleration and liquid fill level. Figure 4shows the change in gradient of the free surface
corresponding to change in lateral acceleration for
various tank roll angles. The corresponding lateral
and vertical shift in the centcr of mass of the liqUid
load are presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
It can be seen that partially loaded tanks with fill
levels below 50% of the dIameter can lead to a
significant shift in lateral and vertical shift :in
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center of mass of the liquid. Thus a sigIlli1cant roll
moment due to the liquid load is caused.
Although the trucking industry associated with
transport of liquids makes all possible attempts to
operate their vehicles with full loads only, the
vehicle operation with partial loads is often encountered. Specifically, the steel tanks used for
the transportation of various types of chemicals
often carry partial loads due to variations in fluid
density and to meet provincial limitations on the
axle loads. The majority of these tanks are of
c1eanbore cylindrical cross-sectional deSign to
facilitate cleaning. while the tanks used to
transport gasoline are often compartmented, as
shown in Figure 7. Certain compartments of such
vehicles are often partially loaded during the local
distribution of gasoline. Thus. the lateral surge
behaviour due to lateral shift of the fluid mass is
a significant contributory factor in determining
the forces and roUover moment experienced by the
tank-vehicle durlng a turning manoeuvre.

extensive study on the roliover threshold of heavy
vehicles, and developed a roll-plane analytical
model to compute vehicle rollover thresholdo
The rollover threshold of heavy vehicles is strongly
related to vehicle geometry. suspension properties. and tire properties (Hi. The static roliover
threshold of a rigid heavy vehicle (no suspension
and tire deflection) can be estimated as the ratio
of half of the effective track width to the trailer
center of gravity height. The roUover threshold of
such rigid vehicles is of the order of Oo6g (l2).
Introduction of compliant tires can lower the
threshold value to apprOximately O.5g. The rollover threshold value is further decreased to apprOximately 0.44g due to compliant tires and
springs. Spring lash can lead to even lower valve
(approximately O.34g) of vehicle roliover threshold
(12). Interactions due to fluid in a partially loaded
tank vehicle can further reduce the roliover
threshold value thus increasing the likelihood of
tank vehicle roliover due to either manoeuvrIng or
accident-induced forces. A typical tank-vehicle

HEAVY VEmCLE STABILITY
DURING STEADY TURNING
Heavy trucks, m general. begm to exhibit unstable
behavtor at lateral acceleration levels 0.3 - O. 4g (9).
The likelihood that a certain vehicle lnanoeuvre
can lead to the vehicle roUover is strongly correlated to the roIlover threshold of the vehicle in
steady turning. A vast number of studies have
been carried out to establish the roUover threshold
of heavy vehicles. Isermann (lO) ca.rrJ.ed out an
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with 50% loaded elliptical tank can rol1over at
lateral acceleration levels well below O.2g during a
lane change manoeuvre (12). Although a partlal
load in a tank provides low sprung mass center of
gravity height and thus an improved value of
rollover threshold value. when the load is con~
sidered to be rigid. However, the threshold value
of the partially loaded tank vehicles is rather
deter:!orated due to the lateral surge of t.~e liquid.
A number of tests conducted on a cleanbore tank
negotiating 40 m radius curve, by Fruehauf
showed an increase in lateral forces for partial
loads US}.

STEADY TURNING/STATIC ROLL
MODEL OF TANK VEmCLES
Tank vehicles with multiple axle suspensions are
often approximated by grouping the axles with
similar suspension properties such that the multiple axles are reduced to three composite axles.
The lumped composite axles represent tractor
front axle, a single tractor rear axle. and a single
sernitrailer axle (3,4). While the modeling of tractor
tandem axle to a single composite axle may be
quite reasonable, the single axle representation of
wide spread tri- and quad- axle sernitrailers may
lead to sigruficant modelmg errors. However, the
simplified model with a composite semitrailer axle
can provide significant insight pertaining to the
interactions of liquid motion during the steady
turning manoeuvres. The spring weight of the
tractor is modeled as two sprung weights sup~i
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The suspension springs are assumed to translate
along the vertical direction only, parallel to the ku
axes of the unsprung weights. while the relative
motion of the sprung weights with respect to the
axles is assumed to occur at the roll centers. which
are located at fixed distances beneath the sprung
weights. The nonlinearities arising from suspen-
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The tank-trailer weight :Is modeled as five sprung
weights; weight due to the tank and trailer structure Wtk and weights due to liquid in each of the
four compartments Wtl. W12, Wi3and Wi4, as
shown in Figure 7. The sprung weights due to the
tank-trailer are coupled to the tractor sprung
weight through a torsional element. The torsional
element represents the compliance due to the tank
structure and the fifth wheel coupling. The ron
plfu"le representation of the tan..i{-tratler is shown
in Figure 8. The center of mass due to tank and
trailer structure is located at p. while the floating
center of mass due to the liquid weight is located
at p'. The coordinates of p' With reference to the
body f:lxed point p Iys and zs} represent the vertical
and lateral shift of liqUid weight under the actions
of the sprung weight roll and centrifugal forces.
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ported by the front and rear composite axles. as
shown in Figure 7. The two sprung weights are
coupled through the torsional flexibility of the
tractor frame.
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sions, fifth wheel coupling and torsional compliance of the tractor frame are incorporated in the
simulation model. The lateral translation of the
tires and the lateral forces due to the camber angle
are also modeled as described in reference (14) ,

liquid center of mass within the four compartments of the tank, thus leading to a total of 23
equations. The roll equilibrium equations are written in the matrix form as:
[A} {.6.x:}

The static roll equilibrium of the tank vehicle is
defined by balancing the rolling moments acting
on the sprung and unsprung weights, the vertical
forces acting on the suspensions and tires, and the
lateral forces acting on the tires. The above force
and moment balance leads to 15 equilibrtum
equations. An additional eight equations are
derived to compute the vertical and lateral shift of
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where the matrix [AI is a (23 x. 23) coefficient matrix.
and (B} Is {23 x. I } vector. Vector {.6.x:} defines the
change in vehicle response parameters such as
lateral acceleration (ay). roll angles of the sprung
weights. roll angles of the unsprung weights,
translation of the roll centers with respect to the
unsprung weight center of mass, tire vertical and
lateral deflections, and centerofmass of the liquid,
caused by varying the roll angle of the sprung
weight of the tank and trailer structure (~ $ pIs).
Equation (3) is solved to compute the vartations :In
vehicle response parameters due to a change in
the roll angle of the tank-trailer weight. The
response parameters and thus the coefficient
matrices [A} and {B} are updated for every increment in ~ $ pis. The :rellover threshold of the
vehicle is the value of lateral acceleration, ay at
which the tires on the tank-trailer composite axle
as well as on the tractor rear composIte axle are
lifted off the road.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
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Equation (3} is solved to establish the :rellover
threshold acceleration levels of a trtaxle tank
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Table 1 -

Pmrtwletemi/specmemt10!ts ©ft.b.e
simulation vehicle {lB. la}

Three rude
5,335 kg (1 1,140 Ib)

Type
Sprung weight
Unsprun.g weight
Frontarle
Rear-rude

Front s.xle suspenslon rating
Rear rude suspension rating
"Wheelbase

Type
Sprung weight (empty)
Tank length
Tank diameter
Axle rating

955 kg (2,100 Ih)
2,270 kg (5,000 lb)
g, 100 kg (20,000 ib)
10,000 kg (22,000 It)
Hendrickson Rte. 440
4.45 m (175 inl

Trio-rude
8,450 kg (18,6<';0 Ibj

Weight density

12.2 m (480 inl
1.83 m [72 in)
10,000 kg (22,000 Ib)
Reyco218
0.0068 N/m3 (O.0251b/in3)

Type

XZA HR225. Radial

Vertical spring rate
Lateral spring rate

8,755 N/cm (5000 !b/in)

7,880 N/cm {4500 Ib/i.:.'"1)

vehicle fOTvmolls fill levels. The fill level is defined
as the ratio of liquid heIght to the tank diameter.
The reliover threshold values are computed for a
clean bore cylindrical tank by assuming identical
rm level in each compartment. The vehicle
parameters/specifications are listed in Table 1.
The rolIover threshold values of the identical
vehide are also established for equivalent rigid
loads, using RTAC (Road and Transportation As~
SOCiation of Canada) simulation package (14). The
roliover threshold acceleration limits of the tank
vehicle are compared to those obtained for the
rigid load as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that
for lOCO!') ftII level, the rollover threshold limit of
the tank vehicle is identical to that of a heavy
vehicle with equivalent rigid load. The rollever
threshold values of the tank vehicle starts to
deviate from those of equivalent rigid load, as the
filllev-el is decreased, The rollover threshold value
of the tank. vehicle approaches that of the heavy
vehicle with rigid load., as the fill level approaches
zero. TI'1e rolloverthreshold value ofthe liqUid tank
vehicle corresponding to 50% fill level is significantly low when compared to that of the
equivalent rigid load vehicle. The rollover
threshold value is reduced by approximately 15%
corresponding to 40% fill level. 13.5% at 50% fill
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level, and 12.5% at 60% fill level. The tank/trailer
sprung weight roll angle corresponding to the
rollover point for various fill levels is shown in
Figure 10.
The static roliover behaviour of the tank vehicle is
significantly imluenced by the tank shape and
tank geometry. The lateral shift of liquid load in
an. oval shaped tank is slgnillca."'1tly large as COIDd
pared to the lateral shift within a circular cross
section tank. The lateral motion of the liquid and
thus the roll moment due to the liquid load is also
a function of the tank diameter. Table 2 presents
a compartson of the roliover threshold values of
the tank vehicle for various values of tank
diameter. The rollover threshold value of the
vehicle with 50% liquid load within a 1.83 m (72
in) diameter. tank is reduced by 13.5% as compared to the roliover threshold value of a heavy
vehicle with equivalent rigid load. The reduction
in threshold value approaches 20% for tanks of
diameter 2.03 ID (80

cylindrical steel tanks. used in the industry. are
often clean bore and quite often they are forced to
carry only partial loads due to variations in the
weight density of various liquid chemicals. It is
established that the rolloverthreshold limit oftank
vehicles with partial loads can. be 20% below the
rolIever threshold limits of other heavy vehicles
ca."TY1ng an equivalent soUd load.
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13.50
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0 .42

17.65
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